Featured Media Hits

4/6/2012
Tree Hugger - Best Energy Industry Watchdog: SkyTruth
SkyTruth was awarded the Best Energy Industry Watchdog in their Best of Green 2012 awards:
“The company's use of satellite imagery has provided valuable data to the masses -- often showing the true scale of energy disasters, when corporations try to downplay them.”

4/11/2012
Times-Picayune - Natural gas pipeline ruptures, sending flames soaring in Terrebonne Parish marshes
Features interview with John

4/20/2012
Washington Post - Two years after BP oil spill, offshore drilling still poses risks
Features quote from John Amos

Print News/Web Sites

4/1/2012
Biloxi-Gulfport Sun Herald – Dauphin Island may split thanks to fight against oil
http://www.sunherald.com/2012/04/01/3856565/dauphin-island-may-split-thanks.html
Repost of Alabama Press-Register article of 3/31 which features a quote from John Amos

San Antonio Express–News - Efforts to stop oil may cut Dauphin Island in half
Repost of Alabama Press-Register article of 3/31 which features a quote from John Amos

4/2/2012
Freedom Politics – Anti-fracking journo adds to list of reporting blunders on shale
Features image by SkyTruth
4/6/2012
Tree Hugger - Best Energy Industry Watchdog: SkyTruth
SkyTruth was awarded the Best Energy Industry Watchdog in their Best of Green 2012 awards: “The company's use of satellite imagery has provided valuable data to the masses -- often showing the true scale of energy disasters, when corporations try to downplay them.”

4/11/2012
Times-Picayune - Natural gas pipeline ruptures, sending flames soaring in Terrebonne Parish marshes
Features interview with John

Mother Jones - Cuba's Mysterious Ultra-Deep-Water Oil Rig Surfaces
http://motherjones.com/blue-marble/2012/04/where-cubas-mysterious-ultra-deep-water-oil-rig
Features images by SkyTruth and an excerpt from SkyTruth’s blog of 4/5

4/16/2012
Pipe(line) Dreams - Total: Two gas leaks, two reactions
http://www.pipelinedreams.org/2012/04/total-two-gas-leaks-two-reactions/#more-2645
Mentions SkyTruth’s blogs from 3/27 & 4/10

4/18/2012
Natural Gas Watch - This Week In Natural Gas Leaks and Explosions – April 16, 2012
http://www.naturalgaswatch.org/?p=1348
Mentions SkyTruth’s blog of 4/10 and SkyTruth’s website

E-News Park Forest – Environmental Groups Praise EPA’s First-Ever Clean Air Protections For Fracking
Features Image by SkyTruth

4/20/2012
Washington Post - Two years after BP oil spill, offshore drilling still poses risks
Features quote from John Amos

Arizona Central - Offshore drilling's troubled waters
Reprint of Washington Post article
**4/22/2012**
Anchorage Daily News - Risks are no barrier to drilling in Gulf of Mexico despite spill
Reprint of Washington Post article of 4/20

**4/25/2012**
Neon Tommy – USC Annenberg Digital News – Canadian Tar Sands As A Loophole For American Big Oil
Features image by SkyTruth

---

**Blogs**

**4/10/2012**
Broward Palm Beach New Times – Satellite Images Show First Glimpse of Cuba’s Offshore Drilling Rig in Florida Straits
Features interview with John and images by SkyTruth

**4/22/2012**
Alabama Press-Register – Gulf of Mexico still vulnerable to another oil well blowout
Features interview with John Amos